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SECURE DRIVER TRAINING is available in the following locations:SECURE DRIVER TRAINING is available in the following locations:



 Advanced Car Control 

 Speed Driving   

 Reversing at Speed 

 Handbrake Turns  

 Skid Recognition & Recovery 

 Driving Under Pressure  

 Evasive Manoeuvers 

 Close Proximity Driving

 J-turns (including dangers of)

 Unsealed Roads

 Steering & Posture

 Enhanced Vision & Scanning

Unlike other training providers we are not running a stunt driving experience 
for cashed-up adrenalin junkies wanting a Hollywood type driving experience. 
We provide a tailored product that caters to the specifi c client need, whilst 
always providing the highest quality in training delivery, skill development and 
maximum participation of practical components for high skill retention.

A unique feature is the use of Skid Tyres to allow advanced skid control driver 
training to be delivered in developing countries that lack dedicated driver 
training facilities.

Due to the sensitive nature of this training, past clients must remain 
anonymous; however programs have been run for famous individuals and for 
Senior Management Teams from multi-national oil/gas companies, embassy 
drivers, bodyguards and the Australian Military have undertaken many 
refresher programs with us, prior to deployment in hostile locations.

Across Asia the Senior-Management Teams and VIP’s of major multi-
national companies are constantly under threat from attack for profi t, 
politics, industrial espionage or opportunity. Even a traffi c incident with a 
member of the public or their prized animal can quickly escalate into a 
hostile situation. SDT - Secure Driver Training offer driver development 
programs which can be tailored to enhance the capabilities of drivers to 
mitigate risk and avoid hostile situations like carjacking, robbery, kidnapping 
and assassination. 

Situations which can and do occur in developing 
countries like Papua New Guinea, Solomon 

Islands, the Philippines, East Timor, 
Indonesia and many large cities in 

the region.

Our instructors are highly 
experienced in the driving and 
security aspects of this course. 
Our people have operated in 
these countries, are up-to-date 
on the threat levels and have 
experienced and dealt with 
hostile situations.

This course is for self-drive 
expatriate workers or 
national drivers who 
transport executives from 
multi-nationals, plus drivers 
of high-net worth individuals 
and VIP’s. If participants have 
not undertaken advanced 
driver training before, the 
course is 3-days….otherwise 
more experienced drivers can 
elect to attend the last 2 days.

This program will culminate with 
theoretical, practical and real-life 

scenario based assessment. 
To maximise the effectiveness and 

refl ect the importance of profi ciency of 
the content the student : instructor ratio 

for the course is limited to 6:1.

 SECURE 
 DRIVER 
TRAINING

DAY 1: DEFENSIVE 
& SAFE DRIVING

DAY 2 & 3: 
SECURE DRIVING

THE PRACTICAL TRAINING SESSIONS TEACH 
THE FOLLOWING DRIVING SKILLS:

 Defensive Driving Techniques

 Journey Management

 Vehicle Systems (ABS, SRS, ESP)

 Hazard Perception  

 Pre-Start Checks & 
 Tyre Maintenance

 Impairments: Alcohol, 
 Fatigue, Distractions

 How to Crash to 
 Minimize Damage

 Skid Recognition/
 Vehicle Dynamics

(This day includes practical skill 
training and on-road coaching)

 Threat Detection

 Route Planning

 Convoy Driving/Decoy Vehicles

 Vehicles Ramming

 Secure Driving Procedures

 Hostile Scenarios and    
 Countermeasures

 Disabling a Vehicle

 Gunfi re/Cover Points

SDT uses unique content fi lmed and 
photographed in-house. We have staged 
our own scenarios with vehicles under 
simulated hostile situations and live-fi re. 


